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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to develop the yet limited empirical knowledge on the intensity
of customer interaction and on specific customer roles in service innovation processes. An
empirical study of twelve (12) business service innovation projects was conducted in
cleaning and security, financial, and ICT services. We examined both ad hoc and formalised
innovation processes. Overall in these service sectors, which offer support services to their
customers, direct customer interaction in service development can be characterised as being
limited and focused on specific, well-defined tasks.
In the analysis, three highly important customer roles emerged: 1. Customers act as
catalysts of service development processes. 2. Customer feedback is often decisive in
nature, allowing for go/kill decisions and directing other key decisions. 3. Customers have a
key role in internal marketing of the new service idea within the provider organisation.
We outline a set of questions relating to knowledge management that managers can use to
better benefit from customer involvement in new service development. Customers’
motivation and abilities as well as project organisation are in key focus in such an
assessment, but one should also give thought to overall goals and how to measure the
results in the end. We also try to give practical guidance on how to ensure that sufficient
customer input is received before making critical go/kill decisions.

Keywords: service innovation, innovation process, business-to-business services, customer
roles, customer-driven development

The Challenge
Industrial Context
Direct interaction with customers has been argued to be a key feature of service innovation
activities (Gadrey et al. 1995; Sundbo & Gallouj 2000). The interaction between the service
provider and the customer is an important locus of new service ideas and their development into
new valuable solutions. In particular, this is true in case of knowledge-intensive business
services (such as management consulting, legal services, and industrial design), in which the
client’s concrete problem is often the starting point of the innovation process: service provider
and customer literally co-produce a new solution, which can later be further developed and
formalised into a new service offering to a wider customer market (Sundbo & Gallouj 2000).
However, not all services are alike: Services cover a highly diverse set of activities with different
patterns of innovation (Tether 2003). This paper deliberately looks into services, which do not
involve intensive person-to-person interaction in the service process. Case examples were taken
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from three business service sectors: cleaning and security, financial services industry (FSI), and
information and communications technology (ICT) services. In these service sectors, the role of
the customer can often be characterised as one of making use of a service solution organised and
supplied by the service provider. In some cases the customer may even wish not to be directly
involved at all if and when the service is running smoothly. Further, such services are typically
in the role of a support service to the customer company, which also reduces customer
motivation to invest resources into service development activities.
The basic challenge can be summarised as follows: What does only limited person-to-person
interaction between the service provider and the customer imply for new service development?
How do the service innovators obtain customer input? Can service innovators still find ways to
integrate customers directly into service innovation activities?

Service Innovation Problems
There are two broader issues that deserve to be discussed here. First, is direct integration of
customers into innovation activities something that is intrinsic to high quality new service
development? The second issue deals with the fact that service innovation processes are
multiform.
The first question is connected to the debate on customer driven versus technology driven
innovation (for instance, Berthon et al. 2004). At least in practical innovation situations,
customer and technological innovation orientations need not be seen as mutually exclusive: Even
when the new service is based on knowledge that existing customers are not able to provide, for
instance on new type of technology, direct customer interaction can have an important role in the
innovation process. For instance, close customer dialogue has been shown to be a key element in
building insight on how the new service might fit into the customer’s current practices
(Heiskanen et al. 2007). Direct integration of customers in innovation activities can yield many
kinds of benefits: help generate new ideas, increase value of the new service, speed up and
energize the development process, contribute to customer relations and improve customer loyalty
(Alam & Perry 2002; Magnusson 2003; Heiskanen et al. 2007; Kuusisto & Riepula 2008).
Hence, even though integrating customers in the process may not be a prerequisite for
developing successful new services, it does offer such an important forum for learning that its
potential should be carefully considered in each case.
As to the second issue, for many firms, service innovation activities are ad hoc (Gallouj &
Weinstein 1997; de Jong et al. 2003). This means that innovation activities are not guided by a
structured, formally managed process, but they ‘happen’ as a response to a particular situation.
For some firms and service sectors, a formalised approach to new service development is typical:
In financial services companies, new service development often follows a sequential activitystage -model, resembling the ones in use in manufacturing firms (de Jong et al. 2003; Alam &
Perry 2002). Overall, service innovation seems to become more systematic, and it is often argued
that systematic processes tend to have higher chances of successful outcome. However,
structured and formal does not automatically mean more efficient or more suitable. We should
keep in mind that for the success of many (especially smaller) companies, ad hoc processes can
be more effective than even the best available formalised approaches.
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The Potential Solution
Key Requirements
We studied 12 cases of innovation in the three service sectors to increase our yet limited
empirical understanding of customer integration into service innovation activities. The aim was
to first look in detail into the intensity and significance of customer interaction as well as to
understand the different roles of customers. As said, we specifically analysed services with
limited person-to-person interaction in the service process. This analysis forms a basis for
reflecting on questions such as when direct customer interaction into innovation activities should
be encouraged, and how this can be made.
1) The study explores 12 innovation cases:
•

How do service innovators obtain customer input, or do they obtain it at all?

•

How do customers become integrated into service innovation activities?

•

How does customer participation in service innovation activities shape the
development process?

2) The objective is to learn more on:
•

When should the service innovator attempt to integrate customers into the
NSD process?

•

How can customer integration be implemented?

•

How can the service innovator assess the reliability of customer input?

Knowledge Management for Service Innovation
We did not look for, nor identify, any one method or best practice of how to integrate customers
in new service development (NSD). Rather, the purpose is to provide the reader with a set of key
questions that need to be asked and carefully answered in order to start developing company
practices.
Obviously, companies with a well-articulated, formally managed NSD process are more likely to
have a shared understanding of these key issues. However, at times, asking basic questions - for
instance, on the objectives of customer participation, or on the ways knowledge created in
individual projects accumulates and shapes the NSD process – can prove fruitful. In companies
with a more ad hoc pattern of developing new services, the sheer act of asking such questions
and articulating answers to them is a prerequisite for any systematic development of current
practices.
Thus, we suggest that a detailed consideration of the following questions – both in terms of
service providers’ current as well as their preferred state of affairs – provides a sound basis
for developing more successful strategies of integrating customers in new service
development.
1. What do we do now?
•

How do we integrate customers in NSD currently?

•

Or, how do customers become integrated in practice?
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•

Are customers’ roles planned in advance or are decisions made along the way?

2. What are our objectives?
•

Do we have clear, shared objectives in integrating customers in NSD?

•

What kind of impact are we looking for? For instance,
o Should we view the customers mainly as


informants and evaluators (helping us make decisions),



sources of new insights and information, or



development partners, providing resources and/or sharing risks.

o Is customer integration part of sales and marketing? For example,


part of sales process (e.g., requirements gathering for providing a
quote; signalling capabilities by involving the client), or



a means of nurturing customer relations?

o Is customer integration part of internal marketing (e.g. to convince important
internal stakeholders of the value of the new service to the customer)?
o Or, is it more important for us to go to market quickly, and do we have the
time or possibility to rectify things after launch, so that involving customers
early in the development would only be countereffective?
3. How do we motivate customers to participate in NSD?
•

Do we understand how the new service and its development create value for the
customer? For example, one or more of the following motivational factors may be
present:
o Learning on its own can be a sufficient motivator for the customer
(knowledge creation within the customer organisation); or
o The main value of participation comes from ensuring that the service truly fits
the customer’s needs (higher certainty of process outcome); or
o The customer finds it easier and less resource-consuming to be involved from
the early beginning than to try to formalise requirements through
comprehensive documentation (lower cost of knowledge transfer).

•

Who in the customer organisation should we try to engage in the process?
o If the new service provides value that is distributed in a new way in the
customer organisation, the person(s) we should be co-operating with may also
change.

•

How do we share the value of a new service with the customer (when the customer
invests his time and other resources into the development process)?
o Are benefits for the service innovator in balance with the benefits the
customer reaps? If the (perceived) benefits are positive but small for the
customer and much larger for the service innovator, the customer may ask the
service provider, “Why should we be doing your work?”
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o Should or could we develop new types of incentives for customer
participation – for instance, rewarding the customer based on the future
success of the service with other customers?
4. How do we assess a customer’s ability to provide the input we are looking for?
•

Does the customer have the knowledge, skills, and resources relevant to the task?
o Ideally, customers contribute by providing the service innovator with
important complementary resources.
o What is the customer’s organisational readiness to co-innovate? For example,
is the customer

•



Likely to share useful, important information?



Capable of selling the project internally and contributing to
governance of the project?



Likely to exhibit the “not invented here” syndrome?

Is the customer representative of a broader clientele?
o Is the customer, at least when guided by the innovating organisation, capable of
generalising beyond their own immediate needs? Or should we perhaps involve
more than one client simultaneously?

5. How do we organise customer integration into NSD? For example,
•

Do we need some entry/exit criteria for customers to enter/exit the process?

•

Shall we account for separate stages in the process for customer acceptance/review
for example, or could the very fact that the customer is involved all along do away
with the need for some of such stages?

•

When should we use separate contracts to govern customer involvement in NSD?
When not?

•

Are there such aspects of or issues with our internal processes that we need to keep
the customer away from? (e.g. costing vs. pricing of our services…) This may have
important implications to composition of joint teams, for example.

6. How do we assess the value and outcomes of customer integration in NSD?
•

In individual projects, for individual customers or customer groups?
o Some means of evaluation and measurement are needed, also to be able to
reward and thus motivate specific customers for their contributions in the
NSD process.

•

Does knowledge created in individual projects cumulate so that it can be utilized in
future projects?
o Even in the lack of much learning in the business domain, the knowledge
relating to the specific customer relationship can be useful in its own right,
both ways: it helps the vendor better organise future projects with the same
customer and provides a level of lock-in; for the customer, it provides greater
transparency and thus reduces agency and search costs.
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The above set of questions is a non-exhaustive list intended to make the innovating organisation
reflect on how customer input in NSD is currently obtained and what would be the preferred
state of affairs. Obviously, any executive group can make more detailed questions to their
situation, but we suggest that the six main questions (numbered from 1 to 6) should be carefully
considered. Reflecting on these questions provides the organisation with a tool for discussing
and identifying the common view of ’where we are now’ and ’where we should be in the future’.
It should also permit managers to better see interdependences between key decisions: In
particular, that the objectives for customer integration need to be clear and well-articulated (even
though they may be different for different customers and projects), as it is these objectives that
should guide other decisions – such as, which customers and resources should be sought for in
each case.

The Approach
The key questions identified above are partly based on insights provided by a study of 12 service
innovation cases. In this empirical study, we set out to examine the intensity and significance of
customer interaction, and the different roles of customers in NSD processes.
The research was exploratory in nature. We thus opted for the extensive case study method (Yin,
1994; Eisenhardt, 1989). Data was obtained by retrospectively interviewing key persons who had
been involved in the development of service innovations.
The choice of the service sectors – cleaning and security, financial services, and ICT-services –
was guided by our goal of examining services that do not typically involve intensive person-toperson interaction in service production. By May 2008, we had pursued 12 cases in the 3 service
sectors and conducted 22 semi-structured interviews. All the interviews were conducted in
Finland and in the Finnish language. Each interview was transcribed. The internal validity of the
method was strengthened by the fact that most interviews, in their unabridged form, were read by
both researchers. The data was further indexed, coded and analysed in tabular displays, in which
we reused constructs from earlier literature, most notably from de Jong et al. (2003), Alam &
Perry (2002), Toivonen & Tuominen (2006), and Sundbo (2006). The constructs used by de Jong
et al. (2003) formed the initial framework for the research (see Figure 1).

Search stage

Implementation stage

Screening

Testing
Commercial
evaluation

Launch
Development

Idea generation

Figure 1. A model for new service development (de Jong et al., 2003, 33).

The Analysis
This section presents the findings: key customer roles in service innovation activities in the
examined 12 cases.
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Types of Innovation Processes
We expected to find mainly innovation processes that would be organised ‘in-house’ by the
service provider and in which customers would rather be asked or persuaded to participate than
be engaged in on their own initiative. This assumption seemed to hold well in the data: In 11 out
of the 12 cases the service development process can be characterised as being organised and
driven by the service company, while customers were invited to provide their input.
The degree of formality of the innovation processes varied significantly. In three FSI cases and
in two ICT cases new service development followed relatively well a pre-defined structure. In
the majority of the cases the innovation process was set up as a multifunctional project
development team on an ad hoc basis (Coombs & Miles 2000). Typically, this project team was
made up of the service provider’s own employees, and customers were not included. Decisions
on the roles and participation of customers in innovation activities were done in the course of the
project.
The key phases of idea generation, evaluation, development, and implementation can be
identified in the examined innovation processes. Also, they were basically in this order, with
some precisions that will be discussed below.

Customer Roles in Key Innovation Activities
Initiation
The idea was more often generated or born within the innovating firm than initiated by
customers, partners or other actors. It can be inferred that in most cases the need for innovation
was part of the strategy rather than reaction to a particular customer’s needs. Key driving forces
included increasing opportunities created by technology and market development, competitive
pressures, pressures to try out new ways of generating revenue, and pressures to reduce costs. In
three of the ICT cases, partners took the role of surrogate customers to some extent.
The above does not mean that customers would not have an important role in the early phase of
service innovation. The empirical case analysis reveals quite the opposite: customers act as
important catalysts of service development processes. In particular, customer feedback,
suggestion or request often triggers the initiation of the new service development project, which
means that a project team with concrete objectives is established. Sometimes the customer
directly suggests what it would like to see in the future; in some other cases, customer trigger is
indirect (e.g., in one case, a long-term contract with an important customer was coming to an
end, and there was a threat of loosing this customer). It seems that even in service firms, where
the speed of innovation activities has been argued to be critical (Alam & Perry 2002), there is
certain inertia until an outside actor or impulse triggers the innovation project. As one of the
interviewees said, “This has been in back of our minds for years, yet, in the end, it was a client
comment which galvanised us into action.”

Evaluation
Unlike often suggested in literature, we found out that evaluation was not a separate activity but
an overarching one. When service development followed a pre-structured model, market size and
profitability were evaluated before a separate development stage. In other cases, however,
evaluation of the new service was very much done along the way. In practice, customer
commitment to take in use or buy the new service was often needed for the service innovator to
make the ‘go’ decision. Indeed, getting early customer commitment to the idea could be essential
for the innovating team to secure resources to development: to convince important stakeholders,
such as managers, and to overcome resistance to change from employees (and partners)
responsible for the new service implementation. Hence, customers can have a key role in
internal marketing of the service in the innovating firm.
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When the new service needed to be offered to customers at an early stage, as outlined above, this
led to a high pressure to quickly define key service elements and the service process. Here, a
‘pre-development’ phase existed before evaluation. One of the interviewees characterised this as
follows, “What we had was no more than a power-point presentation, but the customer ‘bought’
the idea. Then we really started to put flesh on the bones of the idea.”
Thereafter, profitability of the service continued to be evaluated when the service was
implemented for the first customer. After that, the service provider had a proof of concept that
they could (better) price and start offering to other customers as well, but still opportunistically.
On the whole it seems that no such up-front investments were made in these development
projects that would necessitate careful investment calculations: instead, small steps are taken
whenever there is a paying customer at close range. In case of small firms in particular, they may
have to try to opportunistically do business with any service concept they find traction for, and
then try to replicate that.

Development and Testing
Two FSI cases with a pre-structured development process differed from the rest of the cases in
terms of customer involvement in development. In the former, customers did not have role in the
actual development phase; their feedback had been obtained by earlier screening of desirable
features.
In all the other cases, customers were involved in development. In some of the cases,
development was first conducted within the innovating firm, and then pilot customers were
sought and used to assess and provide feedback for further specification of the service. In other
cases, development, testing and actually providing the service for the customer very much took
place simultaneously. This resembles the ad hoc model of innovation typical of professional
services. However, these were not necessarily ‘innovation projects tailored for a customer’ in a
sense that the “client’s problem in its concrete sense [would have been] the starting point of the
innovation project” (Sundbo & Gallouj 2000, 55). Rather, the decision to merge development
with implementation in a real customer context was viewed by the service provider as the best
way to develop the new service. Sometimes customers were willing to pay for a project
involving development and testing activities and thus shared some development risks. In one
instance, the customer was not even aware that the service process included extensive
development. As the interviewee said, “You don’t want to say to the customer, ‘This is the first
time we do this, so you are a kind of guinea pig here.’ No, that’s not possible.”
In case of ICT services, concrete work input from customers was needed in development:
detailed requirements have to be captured from customers, and ultimately customers have to test
the service—either explicitly (when errors or mismatches are found) or implicitly (when things
run smoothly for the first time in real life).

Launch
The activity of launching was rather ambiguous. There was often no clear separation between
testing, implementation, and launching of the service to a wider market. When development was
intertwined with implementation of the service for the ‘first’ customer, subsequent launch could
mean offering the service ‘one by one’ to most potential customers – and further development of
the service continued to take place while ‘spreading’ the new service to the market (as also
indicated by ‘after-innovation’ in Sundbo 2006; and, ‘the model of rapid application’ in
Toivonen & Tuominen 2006). Here, launch is a gradual process, not something taking place at a
particular point in time. Often, after the service had been tested with potential customers or
implemented for the first time, the service provider formalised the service a bit more, produced
marketing material and, together with its partners, made publicity for it. The most concrete signs
of something being launched onto the market included: pushing out a press release, adding the
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service to the company’s web site, and starting to offer the service for customers as a part of
normal tendering process.

Results and Business Impacts
Key Findings
The key phases of idea generation, evaluation, development, and implementation could all be
observed in our data. However, there was interesting overlap between the phases: For instance,
the new service idea was in several cases evaluated or tested by actually selling the idea to the
customer before any significant development took place. Also, the way some companies were
able to merge development and testing with actually providing the service for the customer is
highly interesting. In all of the cases examined, the new service idea was generated before the
implementation – that is, in none of the cases was the innovative idea ‘found’ in the actual
service practice.
Overall, direct customer interaction in service development tends to be limited and focused on
specific tasks in these service sectors, which offer support services for their customers. However,
customer input in service development can often be highly useful for the service innovator –
even decisive in many cases. The study confirms that customer involvement is most important at
the early stages of the innovation process (Alam & Perry 2002), even if it was not extensive. We
identified two particularly important customer roles in the ‘search stage’ (de Jong et al. 2003) of
service innovation activity. First, customers act as catalysts of innovation processes. The new
service idea may have been incubated within the innovating service firm, but a concrete
customer trigger is needed to initiate the innovation as a formal project. Second, customers have
a key role in the internal marketing of the new service idea within the provider organisation.
The study shows that not only is the speed of innovation activities important (e.g., Alam & Perry
2002; de Jong et al. 2003), but right timing is essential as well. When a concrete customer action
triggers the innovation process, customers are more likely to be receptive to the new service idea.
Further, evaluation should not be a priori regarded as a separate stage in a development process.
In many cases evaluation is an overarching activity: Evaluation can very much become
intertwined with the selling of the service to a potential customer, and evaluation continues
throughout service implementation with pilot customers. On the whole, it seems that when no
extensive up-front investments are needed in development, new services can be implemented
more opportunistically.

Business Impacts
In services, where only limited person-to-person interaction occurs between the vendor and the
customer, managers should realise that they are receiving relatively little direct feedback for their
new service development as part of the service process. Hence, to benefit from customer
potential, managers need to make conscious choices of how to organise, manage and motivate
customer participation in their innovation activities. As always, the primary issue is setting clear
objectives for customer integration. This seems to be a point worth emphasising, as recent
research findings show that direct integration of customers into innovation activities can indeed
yield several kinds of benefits for the service innovator – for the new service, for the
development process, for customer relations. Some type of customer potential goes easily
unnoticed if it is not specifically looked into – for example, the longer term impact of mutual
learning resulting from customer integration in individual projects. And, if objectives are not
clear and well-articulated, it is difficult to make other well-informed choices.
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On a more practical level, considering how even the weak signals from clients can be often
critical in the early stages, managers should use available methods not only to amplify the
signals but also to improve the “signal-to-noise ratio”, either by quantitative analysis or
qualitative, deeper probing of a single case. This is important to avoid wasting of resources on
the one hand, and to be able to more receptively capture new opportunities on the other.
Motivating customers to get involved more and earlier in the process is an issue managers should
pay attention to, and can be done, as demonstrated by one case company, by trying a more
consultative approach with pilot customers rather than adopting a sales attitude in the beginning.
Since customers can be given a key role in the internal marketing of the new service idea within
the provider organisation, managers should make use of this opportunity to gain support and
acceptance by senior management early on.
Particularly in the ICT sector, managers need to carefully consider when partners can provide
valid ‘customer feedback’. It seems that in the ICT sector it is more common than in other
sectors to use partners as surrogate customers. Such a practice can be effective and lead to faster
time to market but it can also be deceptive in cases when the partner is not truly representative of
a typical customer or does not truly understand their needs and the vendor’s capabilities.
When organising its innovation activity and deciding how to better benefit from customer input,
managers can use our list of questions (see “Knowledge Management for Service Innovation”
above). Whatever the approach the firm ends up taking, it is a result of conscious choices by the
firm’s management, thus increasing the chances of success compared to NSD “just happening”
with or without clients.

Reflections
Retrospective - What Has Been
The purpose of the case study reported above was to increase our yet limited empirical
knowledge on integration of customers into new service development. Customer intensity has
been argued to be a key feature of service innovation activities. However, as services are highly
heterogeneous, the role of customers in service innovation is likely to reflect this heterogeneity.
We examined services with limited person-to-person interaction in the service process, to see
whether and how service innovators integrate customers into new service development in these
cases.
Overall, direct customer interaction in service development can be characterised as limited.
However, even limited interaction seems to be consequential as it helps the service innovator
make important choices. The way some companies were able to merge development and testing
with actually providing the service for the customer is highly interesting, and this deserves more
attention in future studies.
One of the difficulties in making a deeper analysis here is the fact that the cases examined were
still highly heterogeneous. In particular, in terms of company size (some were small Finnish
companies with less than 10 employees, some major branches of international groups) and in
terms of the degree of formality in their NSD process. The number of cases is too small to take
into account such important variation. The study shows, however, that the degree of formality in
the NSD process does not dictate whether and how customers are integrated in service
innovation: In formally managed development processes with pre-determined stages and
responsibilities, decisions on customer participation and their specific roles can be pre-planned,
or alternatively, decision on customer integration may be made ‘along the way’. The question of
which strategy is more successful or more appropriate for the market the company faces, or in
terms of the customer input that is sought for, remains to be examined.
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One shortcoming in the data should be mentioned: Initially, our purpose was to gather
information from both the service provider as well as from the customer side. Although we tried
to include the customer views in many cases, the service providers were not forthcoming for the
idea to take place in practice. Hence, only a few customers’ views are included in the data. On
the one hand this reflects service providers’ genuine concern that their customers are too busy to
get engaged in any ‘extra’ discussions, and on the other hand it could be inferred that service
innovators do not think their customers actually benefit very much from participation in their
service development. In any case, a future study should include both the service provider’s and
the customer’s views and experiences to further improve the reliability of inquiry as well as
practical value of the results.
In the interviews, we asked the interviewees to characterise chronologically the actual
development process (what was done, by whom, etc.). In some cases, when the person
characterised the process, our first impression as researchers was that ‘customers did not have
much of a role in this case’. In the course of one such interview, one of us intuitively asked, ‘On
a scale from 0 to 100, how would you rate the importance of direct customer interaction in this
new service development process?’ The answer was, surprisingly, as high as ‘70’. This incident
made us see how easy it is to confuse intensity with significance. Indeed, it seems that the
intensity of interaction is not linked in any straightforward way to perceived significance of
customer contribution in NSD. Rather, different types of objectives for customer integration may
better explain the intensity aspect of customer interaction in the process.

Prospective - What Could Be
In this chapter we addressed the issue of the role of direct customer interaction in service
innovation activities. Overall, it seems that service innovators could often benefit from a
thorough situation analysis and assessment of whether their current situation is as intended and
what un-used potential there could be in integrating customers into new service development.
Ideally, customer inputs in different forms can be obtained and utilised throughout the
development process. However, this is a challenging task since the sources and users of customer
input, as well as the nature of such input, are often changing over the course of the project. What
type of customer interaction is most relevant and how it can be best obtained, organised and
integrated in different stages of an individual development project – as well as into the
organisation’s overall services “R&D” – provide important themes for further exploration.
One of the issues that has been much discussed in literature is the degree of formality – or lack of
formal processes – in service development. It has been argued that structured, formally managed
processes tend to result in more successful outcomes. The empirical study reported above did not
specifically address this question. However, our study suggests that well-articulated practices of
customer integration are useful. Further, even ‘good’ processes need to be assessed from time to
time. There is a real risk that any highly formalised process starts too much controlling what can
be done at the expense of changing company needs or signals from the market.
The finding that some companies successfully develop a new service during the course of
actually providing the service for the customer is very interesting. While it can be seen as a low
cost strategy mainly in use in small companies, this approach can be valid in other contexts as
well. As von Hippel (2005, 64-76) argues, information about need or use environment may be
otherwise very expensive to acquire. The question on when such learning in a customer ‘lab’ can
be successfully implemented, and when customers actually welcome extensive development as a
part of the service process, deserves careful analysis.
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Practical Tips
Consider if the following is applicable in your company:
 Bring in “live” clients to sell an idea internally early in the evaluation phase.
 Use partners as surrogate clients when obtaining direct client involvement is
difficult.
 Try to obtain deeper customer feedback using ‘quid pro quo’, i.e. giving clients
free services, such as consulting, in exchange of the time they devote to
evaluation or idea generation of the new service.
 Consider new innovative ways to motivate customer participation, i.e. rewarding
the customer based on future success of the service with other customers.
 Make an effort to find ‘right’ persons in the customer organisation: those who are
likely to benefit most from the new value of your service and those who are
prone to try out new things.
 Consider the different phases of NSD more as parallel activities varying in
intensity, rather than as strictly sequential.
 Make sure that you have a clear, shared understanding of the objectives of
customer interaction in NSD.
 Try to push development and testing activities into a service process paid by the
client when this seems to benefit the customer as well.
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